We construct the Euclidean Green functions for the soliton (magnetic monopole) field in the U (1) 4 Lattice Gauge Theory with Wilson action. We show that in the strong coupling regime there is monopole condensation while in the QED phase the physical Hilbert space splits into orthogonal soliton sectors labeled by integer magnetic charge.
as for a large class of models, has been carried out in [4, 5] by constructing the Euclidean Green functions of soliton fields as expectation values of suitable disorder operators. These operators are obtained by coupling the theory to a generalized external gauge field in an hyper-gauge invariant way, as we shall briefly recall below. In the statistical approach this procedure corresponds to the introduction of open-ended line defects. In the case of the U (1) 4 gauge theories such line defects are just magnetic loops carrying a defect (topological) charge. Opening up a loop one introduces magnetic monopoles at the endpoints of the current line. An Osterwalder-Schrader (O.S.) reconstruction theorem [12, 13] applied to the disorder fields correlation functions permits the identification of vacuum expectation values of the soliton field, which can be considered as a charged operator creating magnetic monopoles [15, 2] .
We have focused our attention in particular on the vacuum expectation value of the soliton field, which is defined by a limiting procedure starting from the two point function:
The result of our work is that S 1 is a good disorder parameter for the phase transition occurring in the model [9] . In fact we show that S 1 is bounded away from zero in the strong coupling regime (β 1) while it is vanishing in the QED phase. The proof of this statement makes use of two different techniques. The strong coupling phase is analyzed by means of a convergent Mayer expansion, applied to a polymer system obtained by the dual representation of the model [10] . Besides, the clustering property in the QED phase is proved using an adapted version of the expansion in renormalized monopole loops originally given by Fröhlich and Spencer [6, 7] . The dual representation of the Wilson model has a measure given by products of modified Bessel functions: the estimates have been done applying suitable bounds on modified Bessel functions for β 1, while using for β large an interpolation to Bessel functions given in [6] .
The paper is organized as follows: in this section we shortly define the disorder fields and correlation functions for the U (1) Wilson model and describe their connection with magnetic monopoles. Then we enunciate the reconstruction theorem for the U (1) Wilson model. In Sect. 2 we'll map the model into a polymer system in order to prove that S 1 is nonvanishing in the strong coupling regime and thus the lattice solitons "condense" in the vacuum sector. In Sect. 3 we'll give the expansion in renormalized monopole loops in order to show that S 1 = 0 in the weak coupling regime: the Hilbert space of the reconstructed Lattice Quantum Field Theory splits into orthogonal sectors labeled by the magnetic charge. Finally, in Sect. 4 we give some concluding remarks.
Disorder fields and magnetic monopoles.
In what follows we consider all fields as defined on a finite lattice ⊂ Z 4 ; all estimates needed to prove our statements are uniform in | | and therefore extend to the thermodynamic limit ( → Z 4 ). The partition function for the U (1) gauge model is
where Dθ is the product measure on the 1-form θ valued in [−π, π) , dθ is the field strength defined on the plaquettes p and (for Wilson action) ϕ β (dθ) = e β cos(dθ) .
